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Abstract. Bassalygo, Gelfand and Pinsker [l] introduced the interesting notions of localized 
errors and of codes correcting t of those errors. These authors also derived asymptotically 
exact bounds for the rates of such codes over binary alphabets. They mentioned at the Gotland 
Meeting that, quite surprisingly, there are serious difficulties in extending their results to general 
alphabets. We establish here those results. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND RESULTS 
A famous problem in coding theory consists in finding bounds for the maximal size, say 
N(n, 2t + 1, q), of a t-error correcting code over a q-ary alphabet with blocklength n. 
This code concept is suited for communication over a q-ary channel with input and output 
alphabets X = (0, 1, . . . , q - l), when a word of length n sent by the encoder is changed by 
the channel in at most 2 letters. Here neither the encoder nor the decoder knows in advance 
where the errors, that is changes of letters, occur. 
Suppose now that the encoder, who wants to encode message m, knows the t-elements set 
E c {1,2,..., n} of positions, in which only errors may occur. He then can make the code- 
word presenting m dependent on E E ,Ct, the family of t-elements subsets of {1,2,. . . , n}. 
We call them “a priori error pattern”. 
The associated (a posteriori) error pattern are 
V(E)={e=(el,...,e,)~X”:et=O for t$E}. (1) 
We endow K” with a group structure by adding componentwise modulo q. 
For a set M = {1,2,... , M} of messages, a family {u(m, E) : m E M, E E &} of words 
in X” is an (M, n, t, q) code, if for all E, E’ E &, 
u(m., E) + V(E) CI u(m’, E’) + V(E’) = 9 for m # m’. (2) 
A quantity of basic interest is M(n,t, q), the maximal M for which an (111,n, t, q) code 
exists. The following bounds (a), (b) give the optimal rate (c). 
THEOREM. (a) h/l(n,i,q) 
(c) For 0 5 r < 3 lim,,, i log M(n, rn, q) = h(r) + r log(q 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 
At first we generalize the Lemma in [l]. 
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LEMMA 1. For any distinct subsets E(i), i E I, of {1,2,. . . , n} and any elements u(i), i E I, 
of K” with x(l) = {i : 1 5 i 5 I, /E(i)1 = l} 
u u(i) + V(E(i)) 2 2 x(!)(q - I)~. 
iCl k0 
Proof bv induction on R: For n = 1 necessarily 111 5 2. In case 111 = 2 we have E(1) = 
$I, E(2) = (1) and thus u(2) + V(E(2)) = X. Clearly I{u(l)} U XJ = q 3 q - 1 and the case 
111 < 2 is trivial. 
We partition now I into J ti K, where J = {i E I : 1 E E(i)} and Ii’ = 1\J, and define 
the associated sets 
A = ,yJ 4;) -t V(E(i)) and B = U u(i) + V(E(i)). 
iEK 
We want to lower bound IA U B(. For this, we first replace B by 
B’ = (0) x 
( 




where V’ is defined relative to (2,. . . , II} analogously to V. Now 
IAU BI 1 IAU B’I, (4) 
because the transformation in (3) could only identify and thus replace A U B\A by fewer 
elements. Next we define a subset of A: 
A’ = (1,. . . ,q - 1) x 
( 




which is disioint with B’. With the help of the functions 
, 
p(e) = I{i E J : IE(i)I = C} and v(e) = I{i E li : IE(i)l = l}, 
which satisfy x(1) = /.Q) + v(e), we conclude inductively that 
IA’/ 2 (q - I) 2 p(!)(q - l)“‘, IB’I 2 2 v(l)(q - 1)’ and thus 
kc c=o 
IAU B( 2 IA’1 + IB’[ 2 2 A(k’)(q - 1)‘. 
L=O 
Proof bv pushing to the O-vector z: This very nice argument is due to K.U. Koschnick. He 
considered the case q = 2, but the extension to the general case is straightforward. 
For i E I< replace u(i) = (u(i)i,. . . ,zL(~)~) by (0, u(i)*, . . . , u(i)n) and make no changes 
for i E J. The resulting family has again the same number of distinct E’s and as explained 
above possibly only a smaller union. 
Reiterate this transformation for all components 2 = 1,2,. . . , n until for no component t 
there is a non-empty I’ with u(i)l # 0 for any i E I<. This means that we have arrived at 
the case u(i) = 0 and E(i) as before for all i E I. Using the notation 
V+(E)={(e~,...,e,):e~=o exactlyif t$E} (5) 
we have Uisl -d + V(E(i)) > Ui~~ 0 f V+(E(i)) and by distinctness of the E(i) 
U ; + V+(E(i)) = c IV+(E(i))( = 2 x(e)(q - 1)‘. 
icr icl f=O 
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Proof of (a): For any message m E M by Lemma 1 
u 4% El + V(E) 2 (I)(( - 1)’ 
EEE, 
and by (2) we get a bound good enough for (c) 
(6) 
However, there is a more efficient way to use Lemma 1. 
Choose any map f : (J:=, &, -+ Et with the property E C f(E). Then we can write 
u u(m, E) + V(E) = IJ u u(m,E)+V(JY 
EEEt EE& F:J(P)=E 
and by Lemma 1 the cardinality of the set to the right is at least 
k K](q - 1)” = e (;) (n - 1)” = Cr, say. This gives (a). 
a=0 a=0 
Proof of (bl: As in [l] we use, what we call, an [M,n,R] code candidate C = {~(rn,~) : 
m E M; r E R = {1,2,. . . , R}} C A!” with “clouds” C(m) = {v(m,r) : r E 72). We say 
that v(m, r) is good for (m. E, el, where E E & and e E V(E), if in terms of the Hamming 
distance d 
d(v(m, r) + e,v(m, r)) < d(v(m, r) + e, u(m’, j)) for all m’ E M\(m), j E 72. (7) 
Furthermore, v(m,r) is good for tn. El, if (7) holds for all e E V(E). 
The code candidate C can realize an (M, n, t, q) code, if there is a map (encoding function) 
cp : M x & --t C with cp(m, E) E C(m) 
and such that for every (m, E) E M x Et p(m, E) is good. 
Clearly, by (7) we can define as decoding rule, a minimum distance decoding rule in the 
sense that for an encoded m and any permitted error pattern the decoder finds a member 
in C(m) closer to the received word than any word in U,,+:, C(m)). 
Now, the number of [M, n, R] code candidates is qn’R’M. Among them are, say, 
G(M, n, t, q) many, which cannot realize an (M, n, t, q) code. We estimate now this number 
from above. For this fix fm, E, el and count those candidates which fail in this triple, that 
is, violate (7). For such a candidate, there is a function $J: R + (M\(m)) x R with the 
property 
1 > d(v(m, r) + e, u(m, r)) > d(v(m, r) + e, v($(r))) for all r E R. (8) 
Denoting the Hamming sphere in X” with radius t and center u by St(v) we can express 
this fact in the form 
u(m,r) + e E u St(u(m’, j)) for r E R . (9) 
m’#m,j 
The number of candidates satisfying (9) is bounded by 
Q 
n.R.(hf -1) U S(u(7n’,j)) R 5 q”.R(“-l)((M - 1)R. C;)R. 
m’#Ill,j 
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Since the number of triples (m, E, e) equals M(:)q’, we conclude that 
G(M,n,d,q) I M ; 
0 
qt . q”JWW((~ - ~)Rc;I)R 





~w$.~dd)~ _< @. (;)qt)+. yf? < 1 





3. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The property “V(m, r) is good for (m, E)” can equivalently be defined by requiring (7) 
only for e E V+(E). Thus the “q*” in (10) can be replaced by (q - 1)’ and (a) can be 
improved slightly. 
In the model considered, the encoder knows the a priori error pattern E. The maximal 
code size equals q*-l, if also the decoder knows it, and N(n,2 + 1, q), if he alone knows 
it. However, in case encoder and decoder are allowed to have different a priori error 
pattern, which both must of course be consistent with the actual error patterns, a new 
and seemingly interesting problem arises. Perhaps it is easier to study first a situation 
where the a priori error patterns are in Zt, but only t’ < t errors can occur. 
Actually, the channel model of localized errors is a special case of the model of AVC 
with partial side information about states In [2], we wrote on page 621, “There is a 
large number of coding problems for thesechannels, because (a) the sender, receiver and 
jammer can have at every time instant t a certain side information about the past, present, 
and future operation of the system.. .” 
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